**Apartment interior design: outstanding spaces around the globe**

Apartment interiors can be tricky to balance. Create a sense of space and get inspired by our global edit of architect-designed ideas. From minimalist mezzanines and lofts that bridge old and new, to sleek urban penthouses and dramatic transformations.

Opéra Garnier duplex by Louis Denavaut

Interior architect and designer Louis Denavaut is behind this chic mesh of a Parisian duplex apartment near the city’s famous Opéra Garnier. Owned by two artists, the apartment is now flooded with light, its double-height living room offering a striking sense of spatial generosity. A white steel mezzanine with a glass floor and a large black oak frame window inserted above makes the most of the high ceilings and hosts the master bedroom. Here, modern touches blend with the building’s Art Deco original character.

louisdenavaut.com
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**Ellie Statthaki**

Ellie Statthaki is the Architecture Editor at Wallpaper*. She trained as an architect at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in Greece and studied architectural history at the Bartlett in London. Now an established journalist, she has been a member of the Wallpaper* team since 2006, visiting buildings across the globe and interviewing leading architects such as Tadao Ando and Rem Koolhaas. Ellie has also taken part in judging panels, moderated events, curated shows and contributed in books, such as The Contemporary House (Thames & Hudson, 2013) and Glenn Sestig Architecture Diary (2020).
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**Latest**

- [Girard-Perregaux’s Casquette watch named Best Time Traveller: Wallpaper* Design Awards 2023](#)
- [Best Private House, Wallpaper* Design Awards 2023, is Desert Palisades by Woods + Dangaran](#)
- [Best Public Building, Wallpaper* Design Awards 2023, is Chapel of Sound by Open Architecture](#)